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Abstract
In capacitive deionization (CDI) water is desalinated by applying an electrical field between two
porous electrodes placed on either side of a spacer channel that transports the aqueous solution. In
this work we investigate the equilibrium salt adsorption and the dynamic development of the effluent
salt concentration in time, both as function of spacer and electrode thicknesses. The electrode
thickness will be varied in a symmetric manner (doubling both electrodes) and in an asymmetric
manner, by doubling and tripling one electrode but not the other. To describe the structure of the
electrostatic double layer (EDL) which determines the salt adsorption in the micropores of activated
carbons, a modified Donnan-model is set up which successfully describes the data, also for situations
of very significant electrode thickness ratios. We develop a generalized CDI transport model
accounting for thickness variations, which compares favorably with experimental data for the change of
the effluent salt concentration in time. These experiments are aimed at further testing our equilibrium
and transport models, specifically the assumption therein that in first approximation, for electrodes
made of chemically unmodified activated carbon particles, the EDL structure is independent of the sign
of the electronic charge. To investigate the effect of chemical surface charge we also varied the pH of
the salt solution.

1. Introduction
Technologies where ions are removed from water by electrical fields include electro-deionization
and electrodialysis [1, 2], water desalination using microchannels [3] and batteries [4], capacitive
deionization (CDI) [5-30], and membrane capacitive deionization [31-36]. Recently a new promising
application with focus on generating energy from mixing fresh and salt water has been demonstrated,
which makes use of a capacitive flow process similar to that employed in CDI [37, 38]. In this
manuscript we discuss capacitive deionization (CDI). CDI is a novel water desalination technology with
the potential to desalinate water sources of various origins (ground water, industrial water, water for
consumer applications) in an energy-efficient manner. The reason of low energy consumption is that
CDI removes the relatively few salt ions from the salt-water mixture, instead of removing the majority
component, which is the water, as is done in reverse osmosis and distillation.
How does CDI work? Briefly, in CDI an electrical potential difference is applied between two
oppositely placed porous carbon electrodes. This is the cell voltage, Vcell. Because of the cell voltage,
ions from the transport channel in between the electrodes are being removed and are stored inside the
pores within the electrode, where electrostatic double layers (EDL) are formed, with cations stored in
the cathode and anions in the anode. In this way partially desalinated water is produced. In the
following step, the ions that are adsorbed in the electrode are released back into the transport channel
by discharging the electrodes. As a result, a concentrated waste stream (brine) is produced. This cycle
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consisting of the salt adsorption step and the salt release step can be repeated a very large number of
times, with typical durations for each period of a few minutes. Note that the discussion that follows is
based on this set-up, as just explained, i.e., a functional CDI cell with two porous (carbon) electrodes
placed opposite one another, see Fig. 1, and not based on an electrochemical (three-electrode)
experiment meant to characterize electrodes, where often only the working electrode is made of
porous carbon.
In the CDI literature various conceptual approaches are used to describe operation of the
electrodes in a CDI cell. One approach to describe CDI-performance stresses the importance that
each electrode’s potential is positioned appropriately relative to a reference potential or within a
voltage window, to have optimized ion adsorption [7, 26, 27]. Based on this conceptual approach, it
has also been argued that placing reference electrodes in the flow system can improve the salt
adsorption capacity of the CDI-cell [26]. In another approach, reference potentials or voltage windows
are not considered, but the focus is on how much charge is transferred from one electrode to the other,
and how this impacts ion concentrations inside the porous electrodes and the resulting local voltage
drops across the EDL. In this approach, classical EDL theory for capacitive, ideally-polarizable,
electrodes can be used to describe the charge-voltage and salt-voltage characteristics of the cell. This
is the approach taken in the present work.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a Capacitive Deionization cell, with the possibility of a) Varying the
thickness of spacer (S) and electrode (E) in a symmetric way, and b) Varying the cathode:anode mass
ratio (mC:mA).
In this approach, when the electrodes do not carry chemical charge, and when we have an ideal 1:1
salt solution, then the important assumption of “similarity” can be made, which implies that the
structure of the EDL does not depend on the sign of charge, with only the role of cations and anions
reversed. This had the important consequence that when equal amounts of each electrode are used,
and when we do not inject extra charge into the electrode pair, e.g., by an auxiliary capacitor or
(reference) electrode, that then the total applied cell voltage can be equally divided over each of the
two electrodes. Of course, even for those assumptions, similarity will never be exactly fulfilled, but as
we will show it results in an excellent first order approximation of the behavior of a simple two-electrode
CDI-system based on electrodes synthesized from chemically unmodified activated carbon powders.
We will show that this approach works for symmetric cells, where the cathode mass is equal to the
anode mass, but can also be applied to systems where the cathode mass is different from the anode
mass. According to this approach, CDI is characterized by a certain transfer of charge from one
electrode to the other, and an accompanying salt adsorption determined by the structure of the EDL in
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the two electrodes. When equilibrium is reached, the various contributions to the potential of the EDL
of the two electrodes combined (Stern layer, diffuse layer), sum up to the applied cell voltage.
To investigate the hypothesis of similarity in CDI operation, we have performed experiments with
two-electrode CDI cells where we change the ratio of mass (thickness) of cathode relative to anode,
and do so in both directions: we perform experiments with much increased cathode mass, and likewise
with increased anode mass. The experiments are based on applying a cell voltage between the two
oppositely placed porous electrodes, which are identical in composition, i.e., made of the same
electrode material. We do not use reference electrodes. If the assumption of similarity is valid, then the
experiment with three times more cathode material should basically give the same performance (salt
adsorption, and charge stored) as the experiment with three times more anode. These are novel
experiments, because up to now CDI desalination experiments using cells with two porous electrodes
have always used electrodes of equal mass (thickness). We also use these experiments to validate
and check our existing theoretical models, both for the modified Donnan model [29, 35, 39] which
describes the equilibrium cell performance, and for the full CDI cell dynamic transport model [35]. To
validate those models further we also vary the spacer thickness and absolute amount of electrodes
(i.e., by doubling both electrodes). In this way information is obtained on the relative importance of the
resistance for ion transport in spacer and in electrode. These various geometrical options are
summarized in Fig. 1.
A second important and related discussion in the CDI-literature is the possible role of chemical
effects, such as pseudo-capacitance, oxygen reduction, and chemical surface charge, with chemical
charge related to the point of zero charge of the carbon [23, 25, 27]. Of course, these chemical
phenomena are well-known to exist in carbon electrodes and must also play a role in CDI. However, it
is an open question how much influence these effects actually have on salt adsorption in CDI. As a first
approximation, can such effects perhaps be neglected when describing CDI performance? Of the
various effects, here we only address the role of chemical surface charge, e.g. due to acidic or
phenolic groups in the carbon particles. If this chemical charge is important, then one expects that
desalination performance depends on pH, because pH influences the ionization degree of such
surface groups [40, 41]. For instance, acidic groups reduce their charge at lower pH (are increasingly
protonated, thus neutralized at low pH). To investigate this question, we performed experiments in
which the inflow pH was varied between pH 4 and 10 and we checked the equilibrium charge and salt
adsorption, both for a symmetric CDI cell (equal thickness of both electrodes) and for asymmetric
systems. This is the first paper to report the effect of inflow pH on two-electrode CDI cells (previous
work reported effluent pH changes in time [23]).

2. Experimental
Experimental details of the CDI stack (by stack we mean the assembly of a number N=8 of parallel
cells) have been outlined before [22, 29, 35] and will briefly be summarized here. Materials used are
graphite current collectors (thickness δ=250 µm), electrodes made of activated porous carbon particles
TM

(Materials & Methods, PACMM

203, Irvine, CA, USA, δe=250 µm, mass of a single electrode 0.49 g),

and a polymer spacer (Glass fibre prefilter, Millipore, Ireland, compressed thickness of a single layer,
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δsp=250 µm). One CDI cell consists of one spacer, two electrodes, and two current collectors. We vary
the electrode thickness by placing several electrodes on top of each other, see Fig. 1. In some
experiments we also use two spacer layers on top of each other.
Each current collector is used for two adjacent cells (except for the two outer ones in the stack),
and is used to inject electrons into both porous electrodes with which it is in direct contact (one on each
side). These two electrodes will have the same polarity (either anode or cathode). Thus in the stack,
the sequence of anode/cathode is reversed from cell to cell. After assembly, all layers in the stack are
compressed and placed in a transparent housing. The stack is fed from a 10 liter vessel storing a
NaCl-solution as the electrolyte of which the pH is stabilized by a pH controller (Liquisys-M,
Endress+Hauser GmbH, Switzerland), and to which the effluent is recycled. We bubble N2 through the
storage vessel to keep oxygen out of the system. The salt solution is pumped into an inner square hole
2

(1.5x1.5 cm ) located in the middle of each cell and flows radially outward through the square 6x6 cm
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spacer channel and leaves the spacer layer on all four sides. The conductivity of the effluent is
measured on-line and is converted into salt concentration according to a calibration curve. We also
measure effluent pH and correct the measured conductivity for pH-effects.
Note that in our experiments we measure the conductivity of the water in the effluent leaving the
stack, and not in our large recycle vessel. Thus, after applying a non-zero cell voltage, the measured
effluent conductivity will start to decrease, because of the desalination of the water flowing through the
CDI stack. In time, the electrodes become saturated, and the applied cell voltage drops off in the EDLs
within the electrodes, and there no longer remains a driving force for ions to be transported from the
spacer channel into the electrodes. Consequently, the salinity of the effluent water increases again, up
to the value of the inlet salt solution, see Figs. 6 and 7. When this final situation is reached, the water
entering the CDI stack will no longer be desalinated, and leaves the stack unchanged. Thus, in this
procedure the measured effluent conductivity first decreases in time and then increases again, back to
the value of the inlet conductivity. In the next phase of the cycle, upon reducing the voltage to a lower
value (e.g. to Vcell=0 V, which starts the ion desorption step), the ions are released again from the
electrodes, and temporarily we observe a peak in effluent concentration, see e.g. Fig. 3 in ref. [22] and
Fig. 2 in ref. [23]. This approach is different from the measurement of the conductivity in a (relatively
small) recycle beaker, from which the stack is fed and to which the effluent is returned. Measuring
conductivity there, one observes the conductivity to steadily decline during desalination, and to steadily
increase again during ion release, see for instance refs. [14, 21, 32], without observing the distinct
minima/maxima that we find in our procedure. The advantage of our approach is that when equilibrium
is reached, the system has become equilibrated with a solution of a-priori set salt concentration, and
thus it is possible to do sets of experiments with varying cell voltage and electrode mass, all in
equilibrium with water of the same salt concentration. And this makes it possible to compare many
data sets simultaneously with the same theoretical model, as we do below in Figs. 3-5.
In our experiments, the cell voltage is applied using a power supply (ES 030-5, Delta Elektronika
B.V., Netherlands) and the current is measured simultaneously by a multimeter (Fluke 8846A, Fluke
Corp., USA). A CDI-cycle consists of applying a positive constant cell voltage between anode and
cathode during the salt adsorption step (salt removal step) of a duration of 1 hour, while in the reverse
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step the cell voltage is set to zero and the adsorbed salt is released again (also for a duration of 1 hour).
This cycle is repeated a few times before measurements are taken. The salt adsorption and charge in
a CDI-cycle can be derived from the data of effluent salt concentration vs time, and of electric current
vs time, by the following procedure. For salt adsorption, the difference between inflow salt
concentration and outflow salt concentration is integrated with time, and multiplied with the water flow
rate, while for charge the current is integrated with time. Except for the first one or two cycles, the
measured salt adsorption upon applying the cell voltage is close to the salt release after reducing the
voltage to zero, i.e., salt balance is maintained. Likewise, the integrated charging current is close to the
integrated discharging current, and we have charge balance in a cycle.

3. Theory
In this section we describe the modified Donnan model for CDI systems with different amounts of
anode relative to cathode. This was not done in previous models where both electrodes were assumed
to have the same mass, and thus symmetry was assumed and only one half of the cell was considered.
After that, the transport model of ref. [35] will be extended to include different electrode thicknesses.
We describe an aqueous solution consisting of a fully dissociated monovalent salt. The transport
model assumes that across the spacer (from electrode to electrode) concentration gradients are small.
However, in the direction of flow, concentration changes are considered.
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Fig. 2. Top view of CDI cell, and its description by a set of sequential sub-cells, including the possibility
of unequal masses of anode and cathode. Within the electrode, the modified Donnan model describes
the structure of the electrostatic double layer formed in the micropores inside the carbon particles.
3.1 Electrostatic double layers in porous electrodes – modified Donnan model
Within the electrodes, the open space (filled by electrolyte) is assumed to consists of two types of
porosity, namely macropores and micropores. This is a simplified approach and more formal
approaches are available [42]. Macropores with porosity pmA form the open space in between the
carbon particles and are responsible for transporting the ions across the electrode. Micropores with
porosity pmi are the nm-sized pores within the carbon particles, where the EDLs are formed and
counterions are preferentially stored. Both porosities p are defined per total volume of the electrode. In
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the macropores, we assume that ccation,mA has the same concentration as canion,mA (=cmA, defined per
unit of macropore volume). In the present model for CDI, this concentration is the same as in the
spacer channel, an assumption which can be relaxed when using a full porous electrode transport
model [39, 43]. Instead, in the micropores the cation concentration, ccation,mi, will differ from the anion
concentration, canion,mi (ion concentration per unit of micropore volume), with the difference being equal
to the micropore ionic charge, ccharge,mi, which is compensated by an equal but opposite electrical
charge in the electron-conducting carbon matrix. Because the size of the micropores is much smaller
than that of the Debye length (a length scale to characterize the thickness of the diffuse part of the
double layer in the classical Gouy-Chapman-Stern theory for a single double layer), the EDLs within
the micropores will overlap strongly, resulting in an almost unvarying potential and ion concentration
across the pore radius. Assuming the electrostatic potential and concentration in the micropore space
to be constant across the pore radius, is the Donnan approach. The potential drop from outside the
micropore (i.e., in the macropores) to inside, is the Donnan potential, ∆φd. (All parameters ∆φ in this
work are dimensionless voltage differences, and can be multiplied by the thermal voltage
VT=RT/F~25.7 mV at room temperature, to obtain a dimensional voltage). Taking this Donnan
approach, the micropore concentration is related to that in the macropores according to

c j,mi = cmA ⋅ exp ( − z j ⋅ ∆φd + µatt )

(1)

where zj=+1 for the cation and zj=-1 for the anion, and µatt is an attractive term, describing a
non-electrostatic driving force for ions to be inside the carbon micropores, relative to outside [44]. In
the present work we will use the same value of µatt for both the cation (Na ) and the anion (Cl ), though
+

-

in a generalized model this assumption can be relaxed.
The difference between ccation,mi and canion,mi is defined as the ‘charge concentration’,
ccharge,mi=ccation,mi-canion,mi in the micropores. This charge, ccharge,mi, can be of both negative and positive
sign (typically being negative in the anode, and positive in the cathode) and is locally
charge-compensated by an equal but opposite electronic charge in the carbon matrix. The charge
concentration, ccharge,mi, relates to the potential difference across a nanoscopic Stern layer, ∆φSt,
envisioned to be located in between the water-filled micropores and the carbon matrix, according to
ccharge,mi ⋅ F = −VT ⋅ ∆φSt ⋅ CSt,vol

(2)

where F is the Faraday constant (96485 C/mol) and Cst,vol is a volumetric capacitance of the Stern layer.
As is explained in refs. [29, 35], we use for the Stern capacity, CSt,vol, the empirical expression
2

CSt,vol=CSt,vol,0+α⋅(∆φst) making the Stern capacity increase slightly with Stern layer voltage. This
modification gives a better fit of the theory to the data, and can be rationalized as being due to larger
forces across the dielectric Stern layer at high Stern voltage (proportional with charge), resulting in the
ions approaching the carbon surface more closely, a thinner Stern layer as result, and thus an increase
in its capacity [45, 46].
The above paragraphs explain the modified-Donnan (mD) model for a single electrode. How to
describe a set of two electrodes between which a cell voltage of Vcell is applied? First of all, at
equilibrium (i.e., the process of ion adsorption has come to an end) the cell voltage is built off in the two
EDLs, both of which have a contribution from the Donnan potential, ∆φd, and Stern potential, ∆φSt, thus
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Vcell /VT = ( ∆φd + ∆φSt )micropores,anode − ( ∆φd + ∆φSt )micropores,cathode .

(3)

Next we can define the mass difference mCmA, the ratio of the mass of cathode to anode. A
charge balance can be set up according to

ccharge,mi

cathode

⋅ mCmA = − ccharge,mi

(4)

anode

which is consistent with the fact that each electron taken away from the anode will go to the cathode.
Note that Eq. 4 can only be used when the charge is assumed to be homogeneously distributed across
the electrode, and gradients in ccharge,mi through the electrode can therefore be neglected.
This set of equations describes ion concentrations in the micropores at equilibrium, when ion
transport has stopped and thus the concentration in the macropores, cmA, will be equal to the salt
concentration flowing into the cell, csalt,in. To convert to the measurable properties of charge transferred
Σ (in mol/g; multiply by F to obtain charge ΣF in C/g) and salt adsorbed Γsalt (also in mol/g; both Σ and
Γsalt are defined per gram of total electrode mass) as plotted in Figs. 3, 4 and 5, we must first of all
define a total micropore ion concentration as ctotal ions,mi = ccation,mi + canion,mi , secondly emphasize that at
Vcell=0 V already some salt is adsorbed in the micropores due to the chemical attraction, even though
at Vcell=0 V the micropore charge is zero, and thirdly note that in the experiment we measure the
difference in salt adsorption between that at a non-zero cell voltage and that at the value of Vcell=0 V. It
is a difference in salt adsorption that we measure because prior to applying the nonzero cell voltage,
we equilibrate the cell for a long time with the aqueous solution, while the two electrodes are
short-circuited and thus Vcell=0 V during that period. The conversions from ccharge,mi and ctotal ions,mi to
equilibrium charge Σ and salt adsorption Γsalt (relative to the salt adsorption at zero applied voltage, i.e.,
at Vcell=0 V) are given by

Γsalt =

(

pmi
0
⋅ mCmA ⋅ ctotal ions,mi − ctotal
ions,mi
2ρe ( mCmA + 1) 

)

cathode

(

0
+ ctotal ions,mi − ctotal
ions,mi

)

anode




(5)

and

Σ=

pmi mCmA
p
1
⋅ ccharge,mi
= − mi
⋅ ccharge,mi
cathode
anode
ρe mCmA + 1
ρe mCmA + 1

(6)

where ρe is the electrode density and superscript “0” refers to the ions adsorption in the micropores at
Vcell=0 V. Eqs. 5 and 6 reduce to similar equations (Eq. 13 in ref. [35]) when mCmA=1, i.e. when we
have equal amounts of both electrodes. From the above equations we can derive the charge efficiency,
Λ, which is the equilibrium ratio of salt adsorption Γsalt over charge Σ, thus
Λ=

Γ salt
Σ .

(7)

Equilibrium calculation results in Figs. 3-5 to be discussed in the next section, are based on Eqs. 1-7
listed above.
3.2 Transport model for ion transport in spacer channel
The dynamic (time-dependent) behavior of the CDI-system is described by the transport model of
ref. [35]. In the present work, the theory is extended to include the situation of unequal amounts of
electrode. Therefore the symmetry assumption as made previously must be discarded, and each
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electrode is described separately using Eqs. 1 and 2 above. Eq. 3 is extended to include a voltage
drop, ∆φtr, due to a resistance which is a summation of a spacer resistance and an electrode resistance.
We will not describe ion transport within the electrode in detail [39, 43], but take a simplified approach
and empirically include an electrode resistance in which the electrode voltage drop depends on current
and macropore ion concentration. Because in our CDI model (not in the models for MCDI as in ref. [35])
the macropore concentration is assumed to be equal to the spacer concentration, this extra voltage
drop has a dependence on ion current and salt concentration that is of the same form as for the spacer
channel. Thus we combine the electrode resistance with that in the spacer and replace Eq. 3 by

Vcell /VT = ( ∆φd + ∆φSt )micropores,anode + ∆φtr − ( ∆φd + ∆φSt )micropores,cathode .

(8)

In this approach, the ion current density directed across the channel, from electrode to electrode,
with dimension mol/(m .s), relates to ∆φtr according to
2

(

I = 2D ⋅ csalt,sp ⋅ d ⋅ δsp + δeeff

)

−1

⋅ ∆φtr

(9)

where D is the average diffusion coefficient of anion and cation in free solution, and csalt,sp the spacer
salt concentration which depends on time and the position in the flow direction, but is assumed to be
constant in the direction from electrode to electrode, i.e., Eq. (9) assumes that there are no
concentration gradients across the width of the channel. The two parameters d and δe

eff

describe the

relative contributions to the total resistance, of 1. the spacer, and 2. of both electrodes combined. The
constant parameter d describes how the effective spacer thickness, to be used in Eq. 9, is a constant
multiple of the geometric thickness, δsp, which in our experiments is δsp=250 µm for a single spacer
experiment, and 500 µm for a double spacer. The ion current density I from the spacer channel into
each of the electrodes relates to charge buildup in the electrodes according to
δe ⋅

∂
pmi ⋅ ccharge,mi = ±I
∂t

(

)

(10)

where δe is the electrode thickness. We define the current to be positive when it runs from anode to
cathode, and thus the plus-sign in Eq. 10 is for the cathode, and the minus-sign for the anode.
The total ion flux entering an electrode, Jion, relates to the ion accumulation according to
δe ⋅

∂
2 ⋅ pmA ⋅ cmA + pmi ⋅ ( ccation,mi + canion,mi ) = ±Jion
∂t

(

)

(11)

where cmA is the salt concentration in the macropores, assumed to be equal to csalt,sp. Note that the ion
current I is the same for both electrodes (also when there is a thickness ratio), but this is not the case
for Jion, which will be different for the anode and the cathode.
It is important to note that the above set of equations is not solved only once for the entire cell in its
entirety. Instead, to describe the ongoing desalination in the flow direction (from entrance to exit of the
cell), we model the CDI cell as a set of subsequent “stirred volumes” or “sub-cells”, the number of
which in the calculation will be M, see Fig. 1. In each sub-cell, the above set of equations 1-11 is solved,
together with a salt mass balance for each spacer sub-cell, as given by

δsp

∂csalt,sp
∂t

= − 21 ( Jions,cathode − Jions,anode ) − δsp

(

M
csalt,sp − csalt,sp,IN
τsp

)

(12)
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where on the left-hand side we have the accumulation of salt in the spacer sub-cell, and where on the
right-hand side the first term is the ion transport from the channel into the electrodes, both at the anode
and cathode sides (the factor ½ is because a salt flux is half a total ions flux) and the final term is the
convective salt transport in the direction along the electrode from one sub-cell to the next. Here,
csalt,sp,IN is the inlet salt concentration into the sub-cell, which for the very first sub-cell is equal to the
feed concentration, csalt,0, and otherwise is equal to csalt,sp,i-1, i.e., equal to the effluent of the sub-cell
prior to it in upstream direction.
In Eq. 12, τsp is the total spacer channel residence time (the spacer channel open volume, Vsp,
divided by the spacer channel flow rate, Φsp). For Vsp we can take the geometric dimensions (thickness
times electrode area), but we can also consider a volume reduction because of the presence of the
polymer spacer material with a typical open volume of 50-80 vol%. In any case, for a twice-thicker
spacer, the residence time will double. In the present work we neglect the residence time reduction
because of the polymer spacer material. Thus, we model the system as if the channel is open, i.e., all
volume is available for the aqueous solution.
Finally, the water leaving the last subcell is mixed up in the space surrounding the N cells (dead
volume), before flowing through an exit tube along the conductivity meter which measures the effluent
salt concentration, ceffluent, as plotted in Figs. 6 and 7. The effect of the dead volume is described as a
stirred volume according to
Vdead

∂ceffluent
= N Φ sp csalt,sp,M − ceffluent .
∂t

(

)

(13)

The model as explained above predicts ceffluent as function of time, cell voltage, water flow rate,
inflow salt concentration, spacer thickness and electrode thickness (which can be different for anode
and cathode), electrode macro- and microporosities, and as function of EDL properties such as µatt and
CSt,vol. The model outcome can be compared to the experimental observations, as we do in Figs. 6 and
7. All parameters which are used in our theoretical calculations are listed in Table 1.
ρe
δe
pmA
pmi
CSt,vol,0
α
D
A
δsp
µatt
Φsp
Vdead
d
eff
δe
M

electrode mass density
thickness of single electrode
porosity of macropores
porosity of micropores
volumetric Stern layer capacitance
parameter to describe non-linear Stern capacity
ion diffusion coefficient in the spacer channel
electrode area in one cell
spacer thickness (single spacer)
chemical attraction term for ion to go into micropores
spacer channel flow rate
dead volume
correction factor for resistance in spacer channel
effective two-electrode thickness for resistance model
number of sub-cells in the model

0.600
g/ml
242
µm
30
%
30
%
3
120
MF/m
3
0.10 MF/m
-9
2
1.68⋅10 m /s
2
33.8
cm
250
µm
2.0
kT
7.5
ml/min
75
ml
6
1000
µm
6

Table 1. Parameter settings for CDI transport model.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Effects of electrode thickness variation on CDI performance
In this section we discuss experimental and theoretical results of the maximum salt adsorption Γsalt
(equilibrium adsorption) and charge ΣF (=Σ⋅F, with Σ used in the Theory-section and defined in mol/g,
with F Faraday’s number) for the symmetric and asymmetric cell configurations, which implies different
masses of cathode and anode used inside the CDI stack. Note that our standard way of defining salt
adsorption and charge in this work is per mass of all electrodes combined, as we use in Figs. 3 and 5.
This is also the definition used in Eqs. (5) and (6). In Fig. 4 we will use a different definition because it
shows more clearly how much the salt adsorption and charge of a CDI-cell increase when we add one
or more layers of electrode.
30

a) 5mM

1

b) 5mM

-1

0.2
1.2V
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Fig. 3. (a,b) Equilibrium data for CDI cell performance per gram of all electrodes combined, as function
of cathode:anode mass ratio (mC:mA) and cell voltage (csalt,in=5 mM). (c) Charge efficiency, Λ, at two
values of csalt,in. Comparison with the modified Donnan (mD) model (lines
As Fig. 3 shows for csalt,in=5 mM (background concentration of NaCl), the highest values of Γsalt and
ΣF are found when equal amounts of both electrodes are used (mCmA=1). With an increasing mass
ratio difference, we observe a gradual decrease of Γsalt and ΣF. Importantly, as Fig. 3 shows, we find
that the decrease in Γsalt and ΣF with increasing mass asymmetry does not depend on whether we used
an excess of anode, or an excess of cathode, i.e. the data are the same for mCmA=2 (or 3) as for
mCmA=1/2 (or 1/3), except data for Γsalt at 1.2 V for 5 mM at mCmA=0.5/2, which show a small
difference between the two sets of experiments. These observations support the idea that for the
electrodes and electrolyte that we use, the EDL-structure that develops in the micropores does not
depend on the sign of the surface charge in the carbon matrix, i.e., the assumption of similarity seems
to be valid. This would also imply that when we use mCmA=1, i.e., a symmetric cell, and when we are
at equilibrium, and when we do not (pre-)charge the CDI-pair by a third electrode, that the applied cell
voltage will be equally distributed between the two electrodes, and thus symmetry can be assumed.
Thus, for the simple two-electrode system, it is the cell voltage, i.e., the voltage which can be applied
between two porous electrodes, that fully determines salt adsorption and charge in CDI.
The charge efficiency, Λ, which is the ratio between the equilibrium salt adsorption, Γsalt, and the
stored charge, Σ, quantifies how many 1:1 salt molecules are adsorbed from solution for each electron
transported from anode to cathode during the adsorption step, for the condition that equilibrium has
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been reached in the cell, and salt and charge flow into the electrode have come to a stop. Charge
efficiency is an important parameter determining salt removal performance and energy consumption in
CDI. Fig. 3c shows data for Λ obtained from the equilibrium data for Γsalt and Σ from Fig. 3a,b. What
can be observed is that the experimental data reach a plateau value of Λ~0.8 for Vcell=1.0 V and
csalt,in=5 mM NaCl, which is in good agreement with our previous findings described in refs. [22, 29, 35].
Fig. 3c also shows that charge efficiency only slightly depends on the cathode/anode mass-ratio,
mCmA. This would suggest that for optimal system performance we are relatively free to use quite
asymmetric electrode pairs, without reducing the charge efficiency much, and thus without
substantially affecting salt removal performance and energy demand. Of course the thickness of the
electrodes cannot be increased infinitely, because for thick electrodes the ions will not penetrate the
whole electrode structure anymore within a reasonable period of time.
In Fig. 4, data of Fig. 3a,b are plotted again, but now defined per mass of the “standard” system,
which is one layer of cathode and one layer of anode (i.e., the case of mCmA=1). Thus these data
show how the performance of a cell (stack) improves when we add extra layers of electrodes on only
one side of the cell. Also data for csalt,in=20 mM are presented. Interestingly, salt adsorption and charge
significantly increase when we add extra layers of electrodes, despite the increasing asymmetry.
Instead, intuitively, one might perhaps think that when building an asymmetric cell, that the minority
electrode will limit the overall capacity. However, the data show quite the opposite trend, namely that
salt adsorption significantly increases when we add electrodes, even when this leads to a very
asymmetric cell design. To explain this, one must consider that in such an asymmetric design the cell
voltage distributes in such a way that the minority electrode has much higher charge density and salt
adsorption density (i.e., per gram of electrode) than the other electrode. Because of this, the overall
salt adsorption of the system (per total mass of all electrodes combined) apparently only weakly
depends on an asymmetric mass distribution of the two electrodes (Fig 3a,b). Importantly, the modified
Donnan model (lines in Fig. 3 and 4; described by Eqs. 1-7) very well reproduces the effect of mass
asymmetry on salt and charge storage. Using a single set of parameter settings for CSt,vol,0, α, µatt and
the single group pmi/ρe, values for which are given in Table 1, the model quite accurately describes the
data, though data for salt adsorption for asymmetric systems are overestimated for 1.2 V/5 mM, and
are underestimated for 1.0 V/0.8 V/20 mM.
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Fig. 4. Equilibrium data for CDI cell performance per gram of standard cell configuration, as function of
cathode:anode mass ratio (mC:mA), salt concentration, and cell voltage. Comparison with modified
Donnan (mD) model (lines). (a,c). Salt adsorption Γsalt . (b,d). Charge, ΣF.
4.2 Effects of pH on CDI equilibrium performance
In the next set of experiments we varied the pH of the inflowing solution, to study the effect of
surface chemical charge on desalination. Our assumption is that the surface chemical charge will be
sensitive to pH, and thus when chemical surface charge plays a role in salt adsorption, salt adsorption
should depend on the pH of the feed solution. Results of our experiments are presented in Fig. 5. The
data presented in Fig. 5 reveal only minor (or inconsistent) effects of feed pH on salt adsorption and
charge. For the standard design (mCmA=1), and across the whole pH window tested, Γsalt and ΣF
remain close to the value of 0.18 mmol/g and 22 C/g, respectively, without any clear dependence on
pH. If chemical surface charge effects are important for CDI, it seems reasonable to assume that we
should have seen a stronger and more consistent impact of the feed pH on salt adsorption and charge
in CDI, but however this is not the case.
For asymmetric cells, we see that the charge transferred ΣF is independent of pH. For salt removal
Γsalt we see much scatter, but we cannot discern a clear pattern in the influence of pH on Γsalt. In
summary, based on our experimental observations, as presented in Fig. 5, we conclude that chemical
surface charge effects do not seem to influence salt adsorption and charge in a very notable fashion, at
least not for the electrodes and electrolyte that we tested.
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4.3 The dynamics of the CDI process
Finally, the extended CDI transport model is tested by comparison with experiments in which the
spacer channel thickness, as well as the electrode thickness (ratio) is varied. Fig. 6 compares
experimental and theoretical dynamic curves for three cell configurations, and at two values of the cell
voltage, and a good fit of the theory to the data is observed. One question is how to include the spacer
and electrode resistance in the dynamic CDI model. For the spacer, a doubling of thickness results in a
doubling of spacer resistance. However, for the electrode the situation is different, because charge
storage is distributed across the electrode. This implies that at early times only the outer layer of the
electrode is active, and gradually in time more and more electrode material is used for ion storage. The
correct description for the influence of electrode thickness on CDI performance requires porous
electrode theory, see refs. [39, 43]. As a simplification, in the present work we assume no dependence
of the total resistance on a variation in electrode thickness. With these approaches, we find that we can
rather well describe the various curves using the values for d and δe as given in Table 1. Finally, in Fig.
eff

7 we use the same model for the asymmetric cell designs, and also here find a good agreement
between data and theory.
Small differences observed between the dynamic curves for double cathode vs that for double
anode (mCmA=2 vs. ½) and between triple cathode and triple anode (mCmA=3 vs. 1/3) [curves for
+

double anode and triple anode not reported] may be due to the use of NaCl, where the cation Na , has
-

a 30% lower diffusion coefficient, D, than of the anion, Cl . Such differences in D have no impact on the
equilibrium EDL properties as reported in Figs. 3-5, but will influence the dynamics of the desalination
process. If indeed the difference in D between anion and cation is the origin of differences in the
dynamic curves for asymmetrically constructed cell pairs, then the use of KCl as salt (for which D for
cation and anion is close to equal) should give almost identical dynamic curves for effluent
concentration vs. time (and current vs. time) when we compare an experiment with mCmA=x vs. an
experiment with mCmA=1/x. The outcome of such an experiment would shed further light on the
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validity of the assumption of similarity of the EDL structure in CDI electrodes based on electrodes
made of activated, but chemically unmodified, carbon powders.
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In conclusion, various data sets have been presented for CDI experiments using several
geometries; data both for equilibrium, and for the dynamic evolution of the effluent concentration.
These data are well described by a simple model using a single set of parameter settings, a model
based on using the cell voltage applied between the two electrodes as the key operational parameter.
Because influent pH has no significant effect (if at all) on measured equilibrium properties, we can
conclude that for the materials tested and under the chosen conditions, chemical surface charge
effects do not seem to have an impact on the stored electronic charge, and neither on salt adsorption
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in the EDLs. Therefore, in this case it seems not unreasonable to conclude that the EDL-structure in
the micropores is basically independent of the sign of charge, and thus the assumption of similarity can
be made. This implies that in a two-electrode design and with equal masses of electrodes, the applied
cell voltage will be equally divided over the two electrodes. This may seem like a rather minor
conclusion, but it has significant implications for how we understand the CDI technology, and for the
choice of direction where to search for system improvements.

5. Conclusions
An extensive data set is presented for the performance of two-electrode flow cells used for water
desalination (capacitive deionization, CDI), both for equilibrium (maximum) salt adsorption and for
charge, as well as for the dynamic development of the effluent salt concentration. We present data for
various values of salt concentration, cell voltage, pH of the feed solution, spacer channel thickness, and
electrode thickness. The electrode thickness is varied in a symmetric fashion, by doubling the thickness
of both electrodes, and in an asymmetric fashion by doubling and tripling the thickness (mass) of one
electrode but not of the other. We extensively compare the situation of doubling and tripling the anode
mass, with the reverse case where the cathode mass is increases twofold and threefold.
All of these observations are accurately described by theory that considers the cell voltage (voltage
difference between the two electrodes) and the resulting charge transfer from one to the other
electrode, as the primary factors determining the salt adsorption capacity and dynamics in the system
tested. Especially the observation that system performance is unchanged when we go from double
(triple) anode mass to the reverse situation (double or triple cathode mass) shows that the electrical
double layer structure (EDL structure) is basically independent of the sign of the electronic charge. This
must imply that for a cell with an equal amount of anode and cathode, and which is not (pre-)charged by
external means in any way, the anode EDL has the same structure as the cathode EDL, except for the
difference in sign. Our results were obtained for identical electrodes made of activated carbon powders
that are not chemically modified to give them optimized anode or cathode functionality. We suggest that
asymmetric testing as explained in this paper is an important tool to determine the effect of chemical
modification of one or both electrodes.
We find no effect of feed pH on charge and salt adsorption, suggesting that the chemical surface
charge present on the carbon has no, or only a minor, effect on salt adsorption and on electrode charge,
at least for our experimental conditions and for our electrodes made of activated carbon particles which
did not undergo dedicated chemical modifications to give them a permanent chemical charge.
The modified Donnan (mD) model has been extended to describe salt adsorption and charge in
asymmetric systems, and describes data very well. The CDI transport model (which includes the mD
model) has likewise been successfully applied for the various data sets.
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